Abstract-In practical applications, modeling of real systems with unknown parameters such as distillation columns are typically complex. To address issues with distillation column estimation, the system is identified by a proposed intelligent, auto-regressive, exogenousLaguerre (AI-ARX-Laguerre) technique. In this method, an intelligent technique is introduced for data-driven identification of the distillation column. The Laguerre method is used for the removal of input/output noise and decreases the system complexity. The fuzzy logic method is proposed to reduce the system's estimation error and to accurately optimize the ARX-Laguerre parameters. The proposed method outperforms the ARX and ARXLaguerre technique by achieving average estimation accuracy improvements of 16% and 9%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process industries, and the distillation column systems used within those industries, are significantly nonlinear which creates multiple challenges in system modeling, control, and fault detection. A block diagram of a distillation column, typical in the oil and gas industries, is shown in Fig. 1 . In practical applications, the uncertain conditions surrounding distillation columns results in an increase in difficulty for system modeling, control, and fault identification. However, different types of modeling have been defined for nonlinear systems. These are usually divided into numerical-mathematical and physical-mathematical modeling [1] [2] [3] , which are the two primary methods for mathematics-based system modeling [4, 5] . In practice, mathematical modeling of a distillation column is complicated due to its complexity and lack of information regarding various parameter values. To address mathematical modeling issues, a novel system identification technique is proposed. There are a variety of techniques available for use in system identification, but they are primarily divided into two main groups: linear system identification techniques and nonlinear system identification techniques. Over the years, the availability of system identification techniques for modeling linear and nonlinear systems has increased. As shown in the literature [6, 7] , linear and nonlinear identification techniques have been introduced for numerous types of systems. Linear modeling of linear and nonlinear systems by ARX techniques has been presented to reduce the complexity of operation parameters. The linear-ARX method has been used in various applications for system identification [6, 7] and fault detection [8] . While advantageous, drawbacks to the ARX method include difficulties modeling in the presence of a disturbance and/or external noise. In an attempt to solve this issue, the Laguerre filter has been used to reduce the effect of noise on the input and output [9] . As a result, the ARX-Laguerre method has been used for system identification in various applications including robot arms [10] and rolling bearing elements [11] . The primary drawback of this technique is system estimation in highly nonlinear and uncertain systems. To improve on these drawbacks, an intelligent ARX-Laguerre technique is recommended. For the first time, a nonlinear-ARX system identification method was introduced by Billings in 1980 for nonlinear-discrete system modeling [12] . ARX system modeling, such as block-structured system modeling [13] , neural network-based system modeling [14] , and Volterra series system modeling [15] . Nonlinear-ARX system modeling has been used for the modeling of several real systems, including an aluminum plate [16] , wind turbine [17] , and bearing systems [18, 19] . In real-world applications, the impact of noise plays a significant role in accurate system estimation. Several researchers have introduced methods for the removal of signal noising. The ARX-Laguerre technique is a dominant method for system identification in the presence of noise and unknown conditions, and is used to reduce the model estimation complexity despite unknown conditions [20] . An intelligent ARX-Laguerre system estimation is proposed in this paper to model a distillation column, based on adaptive techniques. In the proposed method, the ARX-Laguerre parameters are modified by an adaptive artificial intelligence technique. The accuracy of the system identification is verified by ARX and ARXLaguerre techniques, with application to a distillation column. This paper has been divided into the following sections: Section two contains the related works, while the paper challenge and the proposed method objectives will be presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides the intelligent ARX-Laguerre estimation and analysis of the distillation column, results, and discussion. Section 5 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Modeling and estimation of industrial systems are significant topics of research in recent years. The distillation column is a nonlinear system, and its complexity increases when used in industry [21] . The subspace identification algorithm for distillation columns was introduced in [22] . This technique is linear, and can be useful for distillation columns with limited uncertainties. A comparative study between two types of linear system estimations, with application to the industrial electric motor, has been introduced in [6] . These two methods demonstrated acceptable performance for this system, but in the presence of noise, these two methods must be reevaluated. Li et al. [23] introduced a nonparametric method for modeling and estimation of nonlinear systems. The neural network method was recommended for analysis in that publication due to the robustness of the artificial neural network (ANN). There are various advantages to the conventional neural network technique, but the heavy computation load is a significant drawback to this technique. To improve on classical ANN, the gradient descent algorithm has been recommended to increase the system performance [24] . Further techniques, such as genetic algorithm (GA) and partial swarm optimization (PSO) have been introduced recently to improve the performance of ANN and reduce its computation load. The intelligent ARX technique has been introduced in [25] , where the performance was improved by ANN and PSO. The main challenge in the use of this method is a lack of robustness. The ARXLaguerre method for fault identification and system estimation is introduced in [10, 11] . Here, the ARXLaguerre method has been used for robot manipulator estimation [10] and bearing estimation [11] . However, these methods decrease the system performance in highly nonlinear systems.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The distillation column is a nonlinear system with unknown parameters. Therefore, accurate mathematical modeling in this system in the presence of uncertainty and unknown inputs is complicated. Based on [20, 26] , the system's process information is listed in Table 1 . Dynamic formulation of the distillation column in the presence of uncertainty is considered using the following formulations [1]: 
where ,, iii Y U W are output, input, and state, respectively. In a distillation column, the system inputs are heat ) (E , the rate of reflux ratio ) ( and the state, defined by () M . Therefore, the system dynamics can be arranged as follows:
Referring to [20] , the transfer function for the proposed distillation column is presented below, -1248 140 1 6.9
(1 1.26 )(1 1.58 ) 1 -1590 344 2 1 2.9 1 1.69 Table 1 . Distillation Column Specifications [26] This paper introduces the following problems, as well as brief solutions.
Problem 1:
Extracting the dynamic, accurate mathematical formulation of the distillation column is complicated. Solution 1: The ARX identification technique is recommended for system estimation based on the input/output signals.
Problem 2:
In the presence of external disturbances, the accuracy of the ARX estimation technique can be reduced. Solution 2: The ARX-Laguerre technique is recommended for removing noise from the signal input and output.
Problem 3: System complexity is reduced using the ARX-Laguerre technique when compared to the ARX technique, but the system complexity is still high. Solution 3: To solve this challenge, this research introduces an intelligence-based ARX-Laguerre method .
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To effectively model the distillation column using a signal-based system identification technique, an adaptive intelligence-based ARX-Laguerre technique is recommended. In the first step, system modeling based on the ARX method is proposed.
ARX System Estimation:
An extensive variety of distillation columns can be specified using ARX techniques [27] : Based on (4), the future output can be predicted by using previous observation parameters,
where
are the systems lag, output, input, unknown parameters, and zero-mean noise, respectively. The state-space system is defined as follows:
Here,  is a regressor variable of ARX modeling and  is the unknown parameters matrix. According to (5) and (6) the ARX system estimation is defined as (7) .
The least-squares technique has been defined to estimate and predict the best value for  .
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I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2019, 4, 52-60 Fig. 3 illustrates the estimation performance for the distillation column based on the ARX techniques. According to the figure, the fit criterion for ARX is about 74.2% for this system. After system estimation using the ARX technique, an alternate technique can be used for system modeling, such as an IDPOLY, Z-transform, state-space, or transfer function. In this paper, transfer function system modeling is used for both modeling and analysis. The discrete time ARX model is calculated as follows: 
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Based on Fig. 3 and (9), the transfer function of the ARX model is obtained by the following: 
Based on (10), this system is modeled by a 5 th order equation. The classical ARX technique has two significant drawbacks: the estimation accuracy (74.24%) and the high system estimation order (5th order), causing highly nonlinear behavior. To address these issues, the ARX-Laguerre method is introduced in the next step.
ARX-Laguerre System Estimation:
The state-space function based on ARX system estimation is calculated as follows:
where ( ),( , , ), ( ), ( ), ( )
are the state of the system, unknown parameters, output, input, and system uncertainty, respectively. Regarding (10), the future state and current output of the system depend on two factors: current states and current input. To improve accuracy, performance, and to reduce the system's estimation order, the ARX-Laguerre technique is proposed, 2 1 , 01 2 1 ,, 01 
are the Fourier coefficients, system order, convolution product, filterbased input signal, state signal, and Lagrange base function, respectively. According to (12) , the state-space equation for the ARX-Laguerre system estimation is proposed as follows.
(
Based on (12), the future state in the ARX-Laguerre system estimation technique is related to the current state, input, and output. This technique reduces the system's order estimation. Fig. 4 demonstrates the estimation accuracy for modeling based on the ARX-Laguerre method. Based on Fig. 4 and (13) , the system estimation for the proposed system is calculated as follows: 
Based on (14) , the transfer function for ARX-Laguerre distillation column estimation is calculated as follows: AI ARX-Laguerre System Estimation: The ARXLaguerre technique reduced the ARX system order from 5 th to 2 nd order, and increased the fit criterion from 74.24% to 80%. To increase the system's modeling performance, the AI ARX-Laguerre technique is introduced here. The intelligent function is defined in the following equation, ( ) [ ( 1), ( 2),..., ( )
, ( 1), ( 2),..., ( )]
where AI f is a nonlinear function for system estimation, defined by the intelligent technique. The nonlinear intelligent function,
AI f
, is calculated using the following equation: 
Therefore, based on the (17) and (18) we have
where  is the coefficient of system modeling, and
is a regression term. The orthogonalization model is calculated as the follows:
Therefore, based on (19) and (20), the Schmidt's orthogonal formulation is expressed as 
Therefore, based on (21), the model structure is satisfied if we introduce the following condition:
where  is a threshold value. Referring to (19) and (23), the orthogonal nonlinear ARX-Laguerre model is written as follows:
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where, 
( 1) ( 1) where 12 , , and a a c are output/input system order coefficients. Thus, the model prediction is given as:
The system prediction frequency response is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 
The root mean square error (RSME) is given as: The transfer function identification accuracy is represented in Fig.8 . Regarding this figure, the accuracy rate is more than 91%. Fig. 9 depicts the impulse response for distillation column identification by the AI ARX-Laguerre approach. Mathematical models are pivotal in the analysis and design of distillation columns, but accurate modeling of the physical system is complex. Therefore, in this research, the artificial intelligence based-ARX-Laguerre
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